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In recent years, with continuous development of enterprise groups, the 
management level of enterprise groups has become the key factor of breaking through 
their own bottleneck and getting bigger and stronger. Financial control is an extremely 
important part of enterprise groups’ management. Therefore, the study on how to 
build the financial control system of enterprise groups scientifically and intensify 
financial control has important theoretical significance and practical value on 
enhancing the management level of enterprise groups.  
This paper follows the basic line—"discover the problem - analyze the problem - 
solve the problem," to analyze the enterprise group where the author works. 
Combining with years of working experience as a senior manager, this paper 
investigates the related issues of enterprise groups’ financial control, and tries to 
propose some basic points about establishing enterprise groups’ financial control 
system as well as to enlighten future research. 
This paper proceeds as follows. In Chapter One, we describe the background of 
the thesis and research significance, while reviewing the literature at home and abroad 
about enterprise groups’ financial control. Chapter Two reviews the organization form 
of enterprise groups, and then sums up four main features of enterprise groups’ 
financial control and analyzes three classical models. In Chapter Three, we use C&D 
Company the author working in as an example, combining with the theoretical 
reviewing above, to analyze the situation of C & D Company before reformation. 
Chapter Four proposes established principles of new financial control system 
according to the existing problems of the old system discussed in Chapter Three, and 
presents the idea about how to shape a brand new financial control system with 
combination of centralization and decentralization  as well as supervision from the 
organizational structure, personnel management, financial power configuration, 
system construction, financial management and internal oversight six aspects, finally 
reports the effect of the new control system. Chapter Five discusses the ways to 
improve financial control system of C&D Company in the future. Chapter Six 
summarize the main conclusions in this paper. 
According to the case study, the paper figures out standpoints about building 













Firstly, enterprise groups’ financial control system should fit corporation 
development strategies. For example, the enterprise group should carry out 
decentralized management on the subsidiary companies when it is expanding while 
emphasizing highly centralization when retrenching. Further more, when the 
enterprise group is carrying out the steady strategy, group head office also can take 
centralization management on the subsidiary companies in the aspect of making 
important economic decisions but taking decentralized management during daily 
operation. 
Secondly, enterprise groups’ financial control system should adapt to 
corporation’s organization structure. Generally, under the Unitary Structure, 
centralized financial control model is the best choice. But under the Holding Structure, 
it’s better to use the decentralized financial control model. While under 
Multidivisional Structure, we need the combination model of centralization and 
decentralization. 
Thirdly, enterprise groups’ financial control system should fit the scale of 
corporation development. When the scale of the enterprise group is not very large, the 
subsidiary companies are few in number and inner relationship is comparatively 
simple, financial control can be comparatively centralized. When the enterprise group 
expands to a certain extent, operation diversification appears, or the number of the 
subsidiary companies rises, inner relationship becomes complicated, the manager 
needs to implement hierarchical authorization management and take comparatively 
decentralized financial control model. 
Fourthly, enterprise groups’ financial control system should be suitable for 
enterprise operation characteristics. A perfect financial control system includes 
creativity of financial organization and reform of financial process. Both of these 
should be operation-oriented and operation characteristics compatible.  
Fifth, enterprise groups’ financial control system should give consideration to 
corporate information level. Management infomationization is a steady progress, so 
building the financial control system must match the information lever of the 
enterprise in different stages. Without the support of information system, financial 
control will be valid. 
Sixth, enterprise groups’ financial control system should be tied to the rights and 














quality. Staff control is an important part of financial control system. It could come 
into effect if only the financial control system get the support and cooperation from 
the staff. In addition, the financial management level and staff quality also affect the 
efficiency of financial control. If financial management level and staff quality are low, 
even if the financial management and control system is perfect, it is just the ornament. 
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